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Preparing for class
Before getting class started, login to Wodify with your unique username and password
you received upon going live. Visit login.wodifycore.com.

1. WODs
Logging in will default to the workout programming screen.
You can view the programmed workouts so you can prepare for the next day.

2. Kiosk
Click Kiosk in bottom left corner to display the Athlete-facing side of Wodify.
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Coachboard
The Coachboard is the main interaction screen for you and your athletes.
Class should always start here. Athletes use it to sign in to class, see their previous
workout history, and log their results. As a coach it makes it easy for you to check
attendance, see who hasn’t showed up, and get a final count of athletes in your class.
We know that having our athletes track their performance is vital. Logging that first
result starts with signing in for class. Good athlete habits start from the coach down.

1. Kiosk Mode
This securely locks the Coachboard so athletes can not access the admin side.

2. WOD in Full Screen
Opens the WOD in a full screen view in a new tab so your athletes can reference it
during the workout. You can show the entire workout and use the zoom feature
to make the print larger or smaller. You can also click into each section of the workout
as you coach to display just that piece for the day.

3. Class Selection
Will show all the class times listed for that program during the day.
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Signing in athletes
Signing in has never been easier for an athlete.
Athletes have the ability to sign into class through the kiosk
or through their mobile device.

1. Reservations
Click the athlete’s name on the reservation widget. Their name will turn white
and the athlete will appear in the class list.

2. No Reservation
Click the ‘Athlete’ drop down, type name, and select to sign-in the athlete.
They will now appear in the class list.
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Previous performance
Our performance graphs quickly show athletes their previous results for the
day’s programmed movements and workouts - these can easily be viewed on the
Coachboard or via mobile, and enables all athletes to form a game plan and shoot
for a new PR! This also allows you to personalize your coaching for each athlete to
ensure progress and safety every day.

1. Athlete Graph
An athlete can hover over the graph icon that will appear next to a movement.
This will show the athlete their pertinent history on the lift/metcon that day.

2. Athlete Performance
This can now let an athlete look at any movement in their performance history
and see their past results and PRs.
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Logging results
Driving adoption starts with logging results. This quick transaction at the
Wodify Core Kiosk is easy and gets the members in the action. Members can do this
throughout class at the Coachboard. They just have to click on the components listed
next to their name, denoting the workouts completed for the day.

1. Coloring
Each workout component will turn white to grey, signifying an athlete as logged
results for that specific movement.

2. PR Star
When a member sets a new personal record on a movement previously logged in
Wodify Core, they will receive a PR star. This helps alert the athlete, other members,
and staff on that athlete’s personal best.

3. Extra Performance
This option allows athletes to log any auxiliary work they complete before/after class.
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Whiteboard
This will be a view of the daily results. It will show all the athletes
who have logged results in class in a leaderboard format and will display
an overall leaderboard at the top of the page.

1. Daily Leaderboards
You can filter on the different movements, class times, age ranges, and locations.

2. Top 3 all-time
The Whiteboard serves as today’s leaderboard. You’ll also see the top 3 results alltime filtered above if this movement has been done before.

3. Likes and Comments
This is where the athletes and coaches can like and comment on others workouts.
It’s a great place to for the athletes to come to when they’re not in class to interact
with other members.
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